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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Fear about potential nuclear fallout has resulted in Europeans stocking up on iodine. As reported

by Agence France-Presse (AFP), March 8, 2022:

“European countries have seen stocks of iodine 4y off the shelves due to fears it may be

needed to counter the risks of thyroid cancer if Russia's invasion of Ukraine causes a

nuclear incident. France said it would send 2.5 million doses of the chemical compound

to Ukraine after Russian forces there seized the defunct Chernobyl nuclear site and

damaged Zaporizhzhia, Europe's largest atomic plant.”

Your thyroid gland needs iodine to make hormones that inKuence your metabolism and other vital

functions. Since your body does not produce iodine, you must get it through your diet on a daily

basis. When your body lacks suMcient iodine, it cannot make enough thyroid hormone.

If your deOciency is severe, your thyroid may become enlarged, a condition also known as a

goiter. Iodine deOciency can also cause hypothyroidism (low thyroid function). On the other hand,

excessive levels can result in hyperthyroidism (excessive thyroid function), elevated blood

pressure and abnormal heart rhythm.

In some cases, lack of suMcient iodine can trigger intellectual disabilities and developmental

problems in infants and children whose mothers were iodine-deOcient during pregnancy.

Iodine deOciency has also been linked to poor information processing, diminished One motor

skills, visual problems,  fatigue, depression, weight gain, low basal body temperatures and more.

It’s also been known for some time that iodine can kill viruses, including inKuenza viruses.

General Health Recommendations

The recommended dietary allowance (RDA) for iodine ranges from 110 micrograms (mcg) for

babies from birth to 6 months of age and up to 150 mcg for men and women over 19 years.

Women who are pregnant or breastfeeding have an RDA of 220 mcg and 290 mcg, respectively.

I always recommend that you get as many nutrients as possible from your food, and iodine is no

exception. Foods that are naturally iodine-rich include spirulina,  sea vegetables, prunes, raw

dairy products, eggs and Himalayan pink sea salt.  Eating these foods on a regular basis will

help ensure adequate levels year-round.

In the case of nuclear fallout prophylaxis, however, you may need higher doses than these foods

can immediately provide — especially if you have not been getting suMcient amounts on a daily

basis.

Recommendations in Cases of Acute Radiation Exposure

The conventional recommendation to ward off some of the health dangers of radiation exposure

is to take supplemental potassium iodide. In addition to potassium iodide tablets, you could use

Lugol’s solution, which includes both potassium iodide and iodine in water.

The recommended daily dosage of potassium iodide for an adult in the case of acute nuclear

radiation exposure from a nuclear reactor accident or a nuclear weapon detonation, is 130

milligrams (mg).  For optimal protection, the iodine would ideally be taken one hour before the

radiation exposure, and no later than 12 hours’ post-exposure.

Why Use Iodine in Case of a Nuclear Accident?

In the case of a serious nuclear accident, radioactive iodine can be released into the air,

increasing your risk of thyroid cancer and acute radiation sickness when inhaled.

“ Thyroid cancer seems to be the only cancer
whose incidence rises after a radioactive iodine
release. Potassium iodide protects only the
thyroid, but it is the organ at greatest risk from
radioactive iodine. ~ Thyroid.org”

Non-radioactive iodine helps prevent the radioactive iodine from concentrating in your thyroid

gland, thereby reducing the risk of thyroid cancer. As your thyroid gets saturated with non-

radioactive iodine, the radioactive iodine gets Kushed out of your body through your urine. As

explained by thyroid.org:

“The thyroid gland cannot distinguish between stable (regular) iodine and radioactive

iodine and will absorb whatever it can ... Babies and young children are at highest risk.

The risk is much lower for people over 40. Thyroid cancer seems to be the only cancer

whose incidence rises after a radioactive iodine release. Potassium iodide protects only

the thyroid, but it is the organ at greatest risk from radioactive iodine.”

Nuclear radiation can be measured in millisieverts, millirem and rem. Rem is an older unit

measure still frequently used in the U.S. For reference, 100 millisieverts are the equivalent of

10,000 millirem, or 10 rem. Acute radiation sickness begins at exposures at or above 100 rem

(1,000 millisieverts or 100,000 millirem).  Spikes recorded at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear

power plant in 2011 measured up to 40,000 millirem, or 40 rem.

The American Thyroid Association recommends that anyone living within 50 miles of a nuclear

plant have potassium iodide in their household at all times in the event of a radiation

emergency.

However, you should only take potassium iodide if you are near active radiation fallout. This is

NOT a strategy that should be used as a long-term preventive because it only protects your

thyroid for one to three days, no longer, and taking it when not absolutely necessary could result

in thyrotoxicosis.

Iodine Does Not Protect Against Other Radioactive Elements

It’s also important to realize that iodine does not offer all-around protection in the case of nuclear

fallout. As mentioned, it only protects against radioactive iodine, and it primarily protects your

thyroid. It does not protect against any other radioactive elements.

Authorities typically recommend sheltering inside a hard building in the case of nuclear fallout.

But there may also be some other things you can take to help your body protect itself against

radiation. Three supplements that come to mind are vitamin D3, magnesium and molecular

hydrogen.

Vitamin D Can Help Reduce Radioactive Damage

Vitamin D's protective action is carried by a wide variety of mechanisms, including cell cycle

regulation and proliferation, cellular differentiation and communication, and programmed cell

death (apoptosis). Scientists have identiOed a total of nearly 3,000 genes that are upregulated by

vitamin D, so it makes sense that it would have multifaceted protective actions against cellular

damage.

A paper on the subject argued that vitamin D should be considered among the prime

nonpharmacological agents that offer protection against low radiation damage and radiation-

induced cancer — and perhaps even the primary agent. According to the paper, published in the

International Journal of Low Radiation:

“In view of the evidence that has been presented here, it would appear that vitamin D by

its preventive/ameliorating actions should be given serious consideration as a protective

agent against sublethal radiation injury, and in particular that induced by low radiation.”

Ideally, the BEST way to get vitamin D is from sun exposure on your bare skin. This typically

requires going out every day in the sun around noon to get enough UVB to generate vitamin D. We

are entering the time of year where most people in the U.S. can do this for the next six months.

Sun exposure will also increase melatonin in your mitochondria, which is yet another fantastic

method to reduce excess oxidative stress that can be exacerbated by exposure to ionizing

radiation.

Rather than focusing on a speciOc dosage, your best bet is to measure your vitamin D level

(which is done through a simple blood test) and then take whatever dosage required to raise or

maintain an optimal level, which is thought to be between 40 ng/mL and 60 ng/mL. In one

investigation, compared to having a blood level below 20 ng/mL, having a level of 60 ng/mL or

higher resulted in an 82% reduction in breast cancer.

Getting tested, ideally twice a year, is really the only way to determine if you have a protective

level and are taking the correct dosage. If you are not getting sun exposure, most adults need

about 8,000 IUs of vitamin D per day. Please remember though that this is a vastly inferior way to

get vitamin D and in no way shape or form will increase your mitochondrial melatonin levels.

How Magnesium Can Help Protect Against Radiation

One of the interesting facts I learned when I wrote my 2020 book, “EMF’D” was that nonionizing

radiation from cell phones cause cellular harm nearly identical to that of ionizing radiation, as you

can see by the image below.

Research  shows low-frequency microwave radiation activates voltage-gated calcium

channels (VGCCs) — channels in the outer membrane of your cells. Once activated, the VGCCs

open, allowing an abnormal inKux of calcium ions into the cell, which activates nitric oxide (NO).

NO is the only molecule in your body produced at high enough concentrations to outcompete

other molecules for superoxide, which combines to form a very dangerous free radical called

peroxynitrite. Many believe peroxynitrite is as bad or even worse than hydroxy free radicals as

they last so much longer. Peroxynitrate increases systemic inKammation and mitochondrial

dysfunction,  and damages your DNA.

One of the strategies that we recommend to limit this damage is to make sure you have enough

magnesium. Why? Well Orst of all, more than 80% of people are deOcient and magnesium is part

of over 3,100 proteins and enzymes in your body. But in the case of radiation, it will likely serve as

a calcium channel inhibitor and limit the amount of calcium coming inside the cell, which will

limit free radicals.

There is virtually no downside to supplementing with magnesium as even if it doesn’t help

mitigate oxidative stress from ionizing radiation exposure, which I believe is unlikely, it will

beneOt you in thousands of other ways. It is one of the few supplements that virtually everyone

needs to be on.

Molecular Hydrogen and Radiation Protection

Last but not least, molecular hydrogen may also be helpful in cases of low-level radiation

exposure. As explained in the 2012 paper, “Molecular Hydrogen and Radiation Protection”:

“Molecular hydrogen (dihydrogen, H(2)) acts as a therapeutic antioxidant by selectively

reducing hydroxyl radicals (OH) and peroxynitrite (ONOO-). It has been well-known that

ionizing radiation (IR) causes oxidative damage and consequent apoptosis mainly due to

the production of OH that follows radiolysis of H(2)O.

Our department reported the protective effect of H(2) in irradiated cells and mice for the

Yrst time, and this effect is well repeated by us and another laboratory in different

experimental animal models.

A randomized, placebo-controlled investigation also showed consumption of H(2) can

improve the quality of life of patients treated with radiotherapy for liver tumors. These

encouraging results suggested that H(2) has a potential as a radioprotective agent with

e[cacy and non-toxicity.”

A simple way to protect against this damage is to upregulate your Nrf2 pathway, which can be

accomplished by drinking molecular hydrogen water and making sure you’re getting enough

magnesium.

Incidentally, molecular hydrogen tablets are actually an excellent source of ionic elemental

magnesium. Each tablet provides about 80 milligrams of ionic elemental magnesium, so

molecular hydrogen serves double duty.

In a study  from 2010, the researchers suggested hydrogen therapy “may be an effective and

speciOc novel treatment for acute radiation syndrome.” The key mechanism by which molecular

hydrogen protects against radiation is by reducing hydroxyl radicals, which are responsible for

more than half of the cellular damage associated with ionizing radiation.

One of the easiest and most effective ways to take molecular hydrogen is to use molecular

hydrogen tablets, which you simply dissolve in water for about 60 to 90 seconds, and then drink

while the bubbles are still visible. Molecular hydrogen is one of my go-to, must-have daily

supplements.

How to Optimize Your Iodine Absorption

While women have a greater incidence of iodine deOciency related to their hormone production,

the bodies of both men and women are subject to the poor absorption of iodine and suboptimal

use due to environmental contamination that end up in the food supply.

Common contaminants that compete with iodine include the following. By avoiding or eliminating

these from your diet, you can help optimize iodine uptake from the iodine-rich foods you eat,

some of which were listed earlier.

Bromide — Bromides are known endocrine disruptors found in baked goods, pesticides and

plastics, among other sources. Because bromide is a halide, it competes for the same

receptors used in your thyroid gland and other body areas to capture iodine, thereby

inhibiting thyroid hormone production and resulting in a deOciency.

Fluoride — Fluoride has long been known to displace iodine. As cited by the Fluoride Action

Network,  Chinese researchers “have repeatedly found that an iodine deOciency coupled

with Kuoride exposure produces a signiOcantly more damaging effect on neurological

development than iodine deOciency alone.”

Nitrates — While there are healthy nitrates, the ones found in processed meats such as

bacon, hot dogs, lunch meat and sausage may interfere with your uptake of iodine, so be

sure to avoid them. Nitrates from agricultural fertilizer, present in contaminated drinking

water, have also been implicated as a potential cause of thyroid cancer.

Perchlorate — A contaminant found in groundwater across the U.S. and in measurable

amounts in milk, fruit and vegetables. In high doses, perchlorate may inhibit the function of

your thyroid gland. Even in low doses, it inhibits the uptake of iodine by your thyroid gland,

leading to hypothyroidism.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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Here is an article about numerous supplements to help with radiation.

www.naturalnews.com/033411_radiation_sickness_supplements.html

 www.naturalnews.com/036071_radiation_protection_supplements.html
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Thank you RichJedi. Iodine, Magnesium, vitamin D, molecular hydrogen and all nutrients and supplements that provide direct

antioxidants or enhance endogenous antioxidants can be effective in avoiding DNA damage and the risks of cancer and diseases

resulting from radiation. Favoring the NAD production pathways will protect the DNA. NAD+ levels decrease with age and

oxidative stress. Furthermore, during aging, decreased function of genes that control circadian rhythm can reduce NAD+ levels.

In the mitochondria of the young, NADH can easily donate its electrons to generate NAD+. During the aging process, increased

DNA damage reduces NAD+, causing mitochondrial dysfunction.

Individual metabolic processes to produce NAD may be different depending on age, disease, and genetics. As Dr. Mercola

reports, the "raw materials" or "building blocks" (metabolic precursors) that the body needs to make (synthesis) NAD+: 1.-

Nicotinamide riboside (NR). 2.- Tryptophan (L-Trp), 3.- Nicotinic acid. 4.- Nicotinamide. 5.- Nicotinamide mononucleotide (NMN)

Supplementation with NAD+ precursors involved in "recovery pathways" is relatively more effective in increasing cellular levels of

NAD+ compared to those involved in the "de novo" pathway. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC4112140  (2014)

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19286518  (2009)
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Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) and its metabolites function as critical regulators to maintain physiological

processes, allowing plastic cells to adapt to environmental changes, including nutrient disturbance, genotoxic factors, circadian

disturbance , infection, inKammation and xenobiotics. These effects are primarily achieved by the boosting effect of NAD+ on

metabolic pathways as enzymatic cofactors that transfer hydrogen in oxidation-reduction reactions. Furthermore, multiple

NAD+-dependent enzymes are involved in the physiology either by chemical modiOcation subsequent to DNA, RNA, and protein

synthesis, or by releasing second messenger cyclic ADP-ribose (cADPR) and NAADP+.

Prolonged imbalance of NAD + metabolism alters physiological functions, resulting in diseases including metabolic diseases,

cancer, aging, and neurodegeneration disorders. In this review, we summarize recent advances in our understanding of the

molecular mechanisms of NAD+-regulated physiological responses to stress, the contribution of NAD+ deOciency to various

diseases through the manipulation of cellular communication networks, and the potential new avenues for therapeutic

intervention. www.nature.com/.../s41392-020-00311-7  (2020)
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Iodine and selenium work together for the well-being of the thyroid and against radiation. Selenium is a trace mineral in the body

that has shown powerful antioxidant and radioprotective effects for many years. Selenium can powerfully stimulate the

antioxidant defense of cells, especially through the positive regulation of the level of glutathione (GSH) and the activity of

glutathione peroxidase. Some studies in recent years have shown that selenium can mitigate radiation toxicity when given after

exposure. These studies suggest that selenium may be a useful radiomitigator for an accidental radiation event. Molecular and

cellular studies have revealed that selenium protects different normal cells against radiation. The thyroid is the organ with the

highest selenium content per gram of tissue because it expresses speciOc melanoproteins.

Additionally, selenium is found as selenocysteine at the catalytic center of enzymes that protect the thyroid from free radical

damage. Thus, selenium deOciency can exacerbate the effects of iodine deOciency. The value of selenium supplementation in

autoimmune thyroid disorders has been emphasized. Most authors attribute the effect of supplementation on the immune

system to the regulation of the production of reactive oxygen species and their metabolites. In Graves' disease, selenium

supplementation causes euthyroidism to be achieved more rapidly and appears to have a beneOcial effect on mild inKammatory

orbitopathy. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../23046013  (2013)
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Why People Are Rushing for Iodine Amid Nuclear Concerns
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Fear of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine causing a nuclear incident has resulted in

Europeans stockpiling iodine. In the case of a serious nuclear accident, radioactive

iodine can be released into the air, increasing your risk of thyroid cancer and acute

radiation sickness when inhaled

)

Non-radioactive iodine supplements help to prevent the radioactive iodine from

concentrating in your thyroid gland, thereby reducing the risk of thyroid cancer

)

The conventional recommendation to ward off some of the health dangers of

radiation exposure is to take supplemental potassium iodide. In addition to potassium iodide tablets, you could use Lugol’s solution, which

includes both potassium iodide and iodine in water

)

The recommended daily dosage of potassium iodide for an adult in the case of acute nuclear radiation exposure from a nuclear reactor

accident or a nuclear weapon detonation, is 130 milligrams (mg), which is relatively high and far in excess of the normal daily requirement

of 1 mg or less per day

)

For optimal protection, the iodine would ideally be taken one hour before the radiation exposure, and no later than 12 hours’ post-exposure)

Other supplements that can help reduce damage associated with radiation exposure are vitamin D3, spirulina and molecular hydrogen)
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Thanks Guillermo, great info! Yes, doing as much as possible to reduce oxidative damage on the body is a key components of

maintaining DNA, cells, and the molecular integrity of the entire body, is critical for health slowing and greatly decreasing the

aging process and overall boosting immunity.  This is why it has been learned in recent decades, the negative ions that exists in

the air, especially in nature are so critical to increasing our overall antioxidant effect through these negative ions which help to

counteract the positive ions of oxidation through normal metabolic processes.  Major antioxidants like vitamin C resveratrol and

other natural substances along with reducing stress on the body which increases oxidation are critical for Health and Longevity.

The more negative ions we have the greater our body is able to counter the effects of aging. This is why the Chinese learned

Millennia ago of the incredible effects of deep breathing exercises and Qigong which was conOrmed and Ogured out by NASA

when the Orst astronauts went into space. The astronauts were at Orst very fatigued and NASA could not Ogure out why. It wasn't

until they realized that the electrical gradient of the air was virtually dead because they were no negative ions presence in the

pure oxygen environment of the Space capsule as there is on Earth.

Once they installed negative ion generators in all the capsules and space shuttles the problem was effectively solved. This just

added further evidence to the incredible beneOts of breathing, Qigong and doing as much as possible to prevent oxidation of the

tissues and cellular breakdown and decay. As is learned more all the time, taking as much antioxidants in your organic foods,

proper supplements reducing stress and absorbing environmental energies is critical for True Health and Longevity.  It turns out

that these same supplements can offer signiOcant radiological protection from many sources including nuclear fallout.
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If "they" start blowing things up; total and utter CHAOS will ensue. None of those "treatments" are going to matter. I refuse to live

my life in fear. Too many already are. With the food shortages already beginning, I don't think that total chaos is that far away.

So...what's going to kill you Orst - the next deadly pathogen (Marburg, Smallpox?), or a nuclear winter? The Oligarchs want us all

living in fear. I refuse! If this is where the world is headed; who would want to live in such a world anyway?
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Well said Randyfast! Who says iodine is Kying off the shelves in Europe - the press of the country that has 58 nuclear power

stations, many being old clunkers and where the people who live around them are handed out iodine tablets like sweeties: here's

a government directive from March 2021 www.interieur.gouv.fr/Le-ministere/Securite-civile/Nos-missions/La-pro..  Here's a

translation of the Orst paragraph in case you need it:  "Distribution campaigns for iodine tablets have taken place regularly since

1997 and concern people who live or work near a nuclear power plant.

Organized by the public authorities (State services and EDF, owner of nuclear power plants), these campaigns aim to provide

populations living near nuclear power plants with stable iodine tablets to protect their thyroid in the event of accidental release.

of radioactive iodine in the atmosphere. In the event of a nuclear accident, taking stable iodine tablets protects the thyroid from

radioactive iodine that could be released into the environment. The thyroid will absorb the stable iodine until saturation, and will

therefore no longer be able to assimilate the radioactive iodine which may possibly be inhaled or ingested. Iodine tablets should

be administered in an accidental situation and only on the instructions of the authorities."  Interestingly enough if you haven't a

TV, don't read newspapers, are selective in your alt media and just get on with life - Project Fear goes away.

You can only control a fearful population because they are illogical and will do as they are told by Mummy and Daddy aka prime

minister/president/king/queen/dictator....Oll in the blanks. It's Spring where I live and everyone around here is planting food and

checking up on their birds and animals. When I came to France 30 years ago I bought a property the furthest from a plant as poss

and West (prevailing wind) of the nearest.
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Good links! I read both.
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Yes, as far as I can Ond (after looking into value of selenium) the only version that works well for hypo- or autoimmune called

hashimotos thyroiditis is selenomethionine. Do not know if that form was looked at in combination w iodine. Doubt it, as it is a

more costly option.
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Hi Robert, the same goes for you. Apparently, gene modifying shots contain a toxic substance that, when warmed, causes

graphene hydroxide to form in the body. You will need to look it up, as that information came out very recently, in one of the

Corona Committee interviews. Each one is 5 hrs long, found on Odysee...and I no longer remember which interview has this.
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Since gadolinium toxicity from MRI contrast is very similar to the effects of radiation, I wonder if these supplements would also

help with the effects of its poisoning.
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The minerals Zn, Cu, Mg, I and Se have positive and signiOcant effects on strengthening the immune system. According to

research, the consumption of iodine can strengthen the immune system. Iodine could increase immunoglobulin-G synthesis in

human lymphocytes. Pathophysiological research also shows that iodine can help the innate immune system Oght bacterial and

viral infections. Japanese people reportedly consume more iodine than other countries, which supports their immune system

against COVID-19. Gargling povidone-iodine is an essential part of hygiene measures in some countries, especially Japan and

other parts of East Asia. Povidone-iodine is now widely used in dentistry and even surgery.

www.researchgate.net/publication/357478135_Iodine_an_effective_substan..  (2022)
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In a study of 568 COVID-19 patients, periodontitis was found to be associated with an increased risk of serious complications of

SARS-CoV-2 virus infection (death, ICU admission, and need for assisted ventilation). SigniOcant associations were found

between COVID-19 and (OR, 7.01), gingivitis (OR, 17.65), and severe periodontitis (OR, 11.75). COVID-19 patients are more prone

to oral dysbiosis due to altered immune response, medications, and dietary changes. Also, in critically ill patients due to frailty

and hospitalization, oral hygiene is impaired, exacerbating dysbiosis. Several systematic reviews indicated a positive association

between poor oral hygiene and oral care interventions in nursing home and hospital patients.
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Brush your teeth and clean your tongue at least twice a day and rinse your mouth with antiseptic solutions (such as 0.5-1.5%

hydrogen peroxide, 0.1-1.5% cetylpyridinium chloride, or povidone-iodine 0.23-1%, 1.5% hydrogen peroxide, cetylpyridinium

chloride mixture and povidone-iodine) effectively reduce oral bacterial load. Studies have shown that these products effectively

inactivate SARS, MERS, and H1N1 within 1 minute. Oral hygiene needs to be greatly improved, especially in the ICU and patients

over 70 years of age, if anyone is looking to reduce the risk of aspiration pneumonia and COVID complications.

www.hindawi.com/.../3918980  (2022)
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Iodine has been postulated as an immunomodulator. It is widely accepted that iodine exerts important actions on the immune

system. The thymus, as well as many immune cells, have the ability to capture and metabolize iodine. This element can act as an

inhibitor or activator of the immune response depending on the cellular context. Iodine promoted inhibition of ROS production

and inhibited human complement, mast cell degranulation, and TNF-α production by human macrophages. Lugol's oral solution

supplementation (2 mg/week) for 8 months restored the normal immune response. Iodine acts in the following ways: 1) as an

ancient antioxidant by combining or competing with free radicals for membrane lipids, proteins, and DNA, increasing the

expression or activity of antioxidant enzymes or inactivating proinKammatory pathways that stabilize the cellular redox state; 2)

as an inducer of antiproliferative, differentiation or apoptotic mechanisms by modulating mitochondrial potential.  3) as an

immune modulator that acts directly on speciOc immune cells; and 3) as a constituent part of thyroid hormones.

www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2021)
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Gargling is an essential part of hygiene measures in some countries, especially Japan and other parts of East Asia. Japan's

national government encourages its citizens to gargle along with other standard hygiene measures, such as washing hands and

keeping distance during regular cold and Ku season. A German lab study that found povidone-iodine solution could eliminate

99% of the coronaviruses that caused SARS and MERS, which were close cousins to the new coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, which

causes COVID-19 .www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5986684 . (2018) There was also a Japanese lab study done earlier, showing

that povidone-iodine was better at killing harmful viruses like inKuenza, rhinovirus, rotavirus, coxsackie, and adenovirus

compared to other gargle solutions. www.techtimes.com/articles/248443/20200330/coronavirus-tip-japan-promo..  (2020)
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Megadose Vit C was used at Chernobyl and Fukushima..successfully...valuable in many health emergencies.
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Yes, Randall, vitamin C and a cocktail of antioxidants is a great beneOt in avoiding radiation cancer. Workers with severe radiation

exposure at the Fukushima nuclear plant had a signiOcant reduction in cancer risk when supplemented with vitamin C and other

antioxidant nutrients. Sixteen men between the ages of 32 and 59 worked 5 to 6 weeks in a radiation-contaminated area,

collecting contaminated water, measuring radiation levels, operating heavy machinery and removing debris. Blood samples were

obtained to measure whole blood counts and blood chemistry, plasma free DNA levels, and 47 cancer-related gene expressions.

Four workers who took intravenous vitamin C therapy (25,000 mg) before admission and took antioxidant supplements

continuously during the work period had no signiOcant changes in either free DNA or overall cancer risk. Three workers who did

not have preventive intravenous vitamin C had an increased estimated risk of cancer. After 2 months of intervention with

intravenous vitamin C and oral antioxidant nutritional supplements, free DNA returned to its normal level and the cancer risk

score decreased signiOcantly.

This important clinical demonstration conOrms research conducted nearly 20 years ago showing that pretreatment with vitamin

C, either orally or by injection, increased survival of sperm heads after injection of radioactive iodine-131 in mice. Oral intake of

alpha-lipoic acid and vitamin E reduced urinary radioactivity and oxidative stress in irradiated children in Chernobyl. In addition,

numerous scientiOc studies have been conducted on the radioprotective effects of other vitamins, minerals, and antioxidant

nutrients. orthomolecular.org/.../v08n06.shtml
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Thanks Gui....Yet so many doctors are hesitant to use Vit C or mention it, even in the face of so many successful outcomes?
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Sort of remember watching a video showing Russian Ore patrol? spraying entire area around Chernobyl with a white powder that

turned out to be zeolites. Quite a while ago, but the value of zeolites to absorb radiation cannot be overlooked as well. Here's a

simple description: naturalzeolitepowder.com/what-is-zeolite
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Rrrreal...That would make sense..zeolites, shungite are trap crystals...Besides iodine to load thyroid against the cancer creating

radio-isotope, Vit C/all antioxidants are protective against the oxidation caused by ionizing radiation. Are we gettin nuked?
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No, not planning to stock up on zeolite powder. Its fear mongering at its Onest. Someone Ogured out most of the initial war video

clips broadcast were older explosions Olmed in other countries, at earlier times - UKRAINE LIES AND PROPAGANDA TO DECEIVE

THE MASSES, STEW PETERS WITH MINDY ROBINSON - www.bitchute.com/.../2r9XseVFEp0O  - have posted this several times.

One video clip came from a video game...its the same media players as reported on the Covidian Cult: Many Russian news tidbits

can be fairly accurate; however, not much coming out of Ukraine is believable, other than images of burned out cars, tanks and

housing.

Mixed signals, similar to Hunter Biden's laptop being "fake news" leading to roller-coaster emotions. Worse, some reports appear

wishful thinking: Fired head of French defense? 6 hrs. later, the same guy resigns...Made-up news is also prevalent: much

currently blamed on the Russians may be caused by Ukraine forces. Be Wary: desperation often leads to poor decision-making.
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stupid zombies europeans. American media and their west European puppets have intentionally ignited the fear. Idiots people don't

understand that nuclear war is IMpossible. President Putin has achieved the goal, and agreement with american puppet-state Ukraine

has been signed yesterday, Wednesday. Ukraine will remove all NATO bases. All american 26 bio-weapon labs will be dismantled and

removed from Ukrainian soil. This agreement could have been achieved a long time, without bloodshed and without any loos of human

lives. But the criminal thugs at the White House thought that ukraine will be their little puppet forever and US could keep intimidating

Russia with NATO bases and biological weapon labs.

US likes to invade other countries. US likes to change regimes in other countries. It has done that 70 times since 1776. 1776 if anybody

doesn't know was the year when the First Ever Holocaust happened in America - the Genocide of American Indians, the true owners of

American lands. More than 80% of American Indians were massacred. Haiti was invaded twice by US. To change regime. Plus much

more.
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Humanity is paying for the interventionism of NATO and of people who want to enrich themselves with biological warfare. A

Justice Department investigation into Hunter Biden's business activities has gathered steam in recent months, with a surge of

witnesses providing testimony to federal investigators and more expected to provide interviews in the coming weeks, according

to multiple sources familiar with the matter. the case. The investigation, led by the US attorney in Wilmington, Delaware, began in

2018 and concerns multiple Onancial and business activities in foreign countries dating back to when Biden's father was vice

president. Hunter and the rest of the presidential family have a connection to Metabiota, a biological research company involved

with Ukrainian biolabs.

Biden's involvement in Ukraine has been a major source of his legal and political problems. He served on Burisma's board and

paid up to $50,000 a month from 2014 to 2019, according to a Republican-led Senate report on Biden's business activities

released in 2020. That overlaps in part with a period during which his father was vice president. and chosen by then-President

Barack Obama to handle Ukraine affairs. The Ministry of Defense has recently released even more information linking Ukrainian

biolabs to US corporations and the federal government.

On Thursday, March 24, the ministry published a diagram titled "Coordination of biological laboratories and scientiOc research

centers of Ukraine and the United States." The diagram shows that the Pentagon has funded at least 31 laboratories that are

alleged to have conducted illegal biological weapons research in Ukraine.

www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/deleted-emails-on-hunters-laptop-expose-bid..  (03/23/2022 )

edition.cnn.com/2022/03/30/politics/hunter-biden-federal-investigation..  (03/30/2022)
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I have lived in the shadow of the mushroom cloud my entire life. Being frightened only justiOes to the American people the

outlandish amount of money spent on armaments. The Ukrainian situation has already served that purpose, but it is still nothing

like the fear generated by the Cuban Missile Crisis. Being from thje "What me worry?" generation, I decided that if it happened, I

would just go outside and watch the Oreworks until I was consumed. As a cohort sang "It's alright ma. It's life and life only." The

probability of a nuclear war is less than the nuclear scientists predict. There is a much higher probability of other Fukushimas

because of almost inevitable sea level rise.

In the ten weeks after the radiation from Fukushima hit the West Coast, the infant mortality rose by 35% from CDC data examined

by Joseph Mangano and Janette Sherman. Nuclear reactors create the same nucleotides as explosions.There are many besides

iodine, cesium and strontium. Cesium acts like Na. Strontium acts like calcium. A iodine patch test will indicate a deOciency.

www.iodine-resource.com/iodine-patch-test.html  After Fukushima I was taking potassium iodide regularly but I still tested

deOcient until I spent a month swimming in the ocean a few times a week. I surmised that my skin is better able to absorb

minerals than my Roundup ravaged gut.

Sea water has all of the 60 or so essential minerals. Ocean swimming or bathing with unreOned sea salt is a good strategy at all

times but if there is a chance of nuclear radiation exposure keeping unreOned sea salt on hand is a good strategy. To increase

iodine levels is easy. Just paint yourself like a shaman with providone iodine and your body will absorb what it needs. Iodine

levels have much to do with breast cancer. I know of more than one woman who after self exam noticing changes paint their

breasts with iodine. It works well and saves a lot of trauma from the medical industry as well as money.
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At no time since the Orst atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima on August 6, 1945, has humanity been closer than

unthinkable. All the safeguards of the Cold War era, which categorized the nuclear bomb as "a weapon of last resort", may be in

jeopardy. Under Joe Biden, public funds allocated to nuclear weapons are projected to rise to $2 trillion by 2030 ostensibly as a

means of safeguarding peace and national security at taxpayer expense. The American threat of nuclear war against Russia was

made more than 76 years ago, in September 1945, when the United States and the Soviet Union were allies. It consisted of a

"Plan of the Third World War" of nuclear war against the USSR, targeting 66 cities with more than 200 atomic bombs.

This diabolical project under the Manhattan Project was instrumental in sparking the Cold War and the nuclear arms race.

www.globalresearch.ca/preemptive-nuclear-war-a-third-world-war-spells-..  (03/28/2022) This documentary from March 2022

exposes how we arrived at a new Cold War could go nuclear, the factual details added in this series reveal how President John F.

Kennedy was assassinated by the CIA and his henchmen is an essential story that illuminates the current events.

Kennedy was the last US president who genuinely sought peace at the cost of his life, all of his successors are warlords,

www.globalresearch.ca/oliver-stone-illuminates-history-today-jfk-desti..  (03/30/2022) The Biden administration does not seem

particularly enamored with the Russian peace proposal that could bring much-needed relief to the war-torn country because, as

seasoned American politician and peace activist Ron Paul rightly observed, Washington policy seemed to be "Oghting Russia".

 down to the last Ukrainian.” www.globalresearch.ca/washington-intent-on-hampering-russia-ukraine-pe..  (03/31/2022)
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Fear, fear, fear. Violence, violence, violence all promoted to bring you, me, us 'Safety.' Times change...people don't. Over Ofty years

later still relevant. If this not your cup of tea, hit the mute and please read the lyrics. Crazy train https/.../watch  War pigs

www.youtube.com/watch
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PS - Juststeve - thinking Crazy Train is also just as applicable :)
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Hey, Lovestosing, might sound crazy, but the link is also there ; ) Sure seems like the more things change, the more they stay the

same.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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"...American media and their west European puppets have intentionally ignited the fear. ..." Then you'll probably Ond this

morning's Rockwell article by Simon Black, 'the Sovereign Man', of interest: "The Media is the Number One Cause of War Since

1898" www.lewrockwell.com/2022/03/simon-black/the-media-is-the-number-one-ca..
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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US Navy veteran and independent crowd-funded journalist reports from inside Mariupol. Asking Mariupol Residents About

Russian Attacks On Civilian areas, they answered not Russian, but Ukraine forces attacking them, shooting at their Kats, trying to

force them out. Ukraine forces hid weapons in those Kats, at kindergartens, at school, they said. www.youtube.com/watch  05:06

into the video. Inhabitant - How the hell can it be Russia? If they (Ukraine) drive before my eyes and Ore mines from a truck. -

They ride and throw right here . It arrived, stopped at a traMc light and Ored at a 9-storey building.

Then he drove on.. - Reporter: Ukrainian? - Inhabitant: Ukrainian, yes. It was March 6th. An older Ukraine man said at 07:30 min.

in the video: They (Ukraine forces) occupied schools. The tanks were put around schools. – They put them also near the

kindergarten. – Reporter: Did they shoot from the kindergarten? – Man: Yes! – Reporter: Who? – Man: Ukrainians! – They

occupied the kindergarten territory. - Reporter: Who? – Man: Ukrainian tanks! – Reporter: How is it possible? – Man: Somehow! –

They put them on the territory of schools, kindergartens, near the residential buildings. – 06:28 - It has been 3 days since the

DPR (russian army) is here.

Such a relief! - Ukrainian army committed terrible things here! Terrible! How we only managed to survive! - And they said to

everybody, “Take your things and leave”. And where to go? – How can I abandon my Kat and just go away? – We stayed and they

bombed everything here. – They (Ukraine forces) kicked out people from their houses in the settlements. They occupied the

premises and put there their guns, mortars. – You don’t say so. It’s not DPR. It’s Ukraine. DPR did just a bit. While Ukraine hid its

equipment… - Between the houses, near kindergartens, schools.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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An alarming quantity of fake information is posted by various media - you can Ond one point and the opposite further down the

page! Initial war footage from 4 weeks ago was faked, no surprise this is still occurring. Suggest Onding 3 or 4 sources to verify

anything you may think. Right now, truly a smoke and mirrors show.  One major concern has been the Ukrainians may use a

nuclear or biologic attack, blaming the release on the Russians. The Russians appear to have targeted those 14 or 15 BSL labs.

Assume when Putin declared the Orst phase over, he was referring these being de-armed. But who knows? Way too much

conKicting info.
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frogger
Joined On 6/25/2008 11:48:59 AM
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I have Neanderthal blood so I want my European lands back too.
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rrealrose
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frogger, you may want to read some of the links before you post, like this one from one of Gui's lifesite links: “We have been

betrayed like nobody can imagine, and I’m going to tell you this is 100 percent why Joe Biden had to go get that [Ukrainian]

prosecutor Ored, 100 percent why Joe Biden had to become president [of the United States] because these guys violated the

Ondings in the 2005 weapons of mass destruction document that was provided to the president of United States that was going

to provide a blueprint for how to deal with everything from chemical, nuclear and biological, and it was going to be done in a way

that would have allowed for oversight by our elected leaders,” Maxey said.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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People today DO NOT understand what a thermonuclear war means. I participated in testing these horrors at the Nevada Test Site

(NTS) as a young engineer from 1975-1986. Fallout is the least of your problems. Your problems are 10 million degree temperatures,

lasting a few milliseconds (You and your loved ones would be turned to plasma, which is good because you will be one with the

universe) Further from the detonation point (and depending on surface or air burst) Your retinas will be burned out - blind from the light,

caused by photons going crazy from the X-ray burst (Kash). The compression shock wave causes 600 MPH winds. Further from the

blast, the air over pressures of 50-100 PSIG destroys and kills.

This will cause everything to collapse and glass and steel to become Keshettes. - I have walked through the remains of doom village,

which you may have seen in the old Olms of those tests. Do you know why the old fashioned Venetian blinds disappeared from the

market? It was due to those tests. A second after 0 time the dummies looked like porcupines covered with glass and metal shrapnel.

Radiation? There are three primary types - the most damaging being Gamma particles. Gamma will cause your cells to break down, you

will swell up, you will then pass your insides to your outsides through your GI tract, in anything from hours to a few days.

You will be blind from the initial Kash, and deaf from the sound wave over pressure so you won't see or hear you and your loved ones

suffering from Gamma exposures. X- Rays and Beta - Cause horriOc burns, Alpha - this is the only longer term particle, and yes, iodine

could help. I could go on, but whats the use. The ONLY way to survive a thermonuclear conKict, is to PREVENT it. Mutual Assured

Destruction is MAD! Dr. Einstein said If WW III is fought with nuclear weapons, WW IV will be fought with clubs and rocks. STOP being

naive. It is 100 seconds till midnight.  Peace and Love.
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Understood. We need to stop pushing the man with an itchy trigger Onger. Jeeze. Unless we're just playing into their hands ...
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Dr. Mercola recommends Himalayan Pink Salt. Everyone should know how EASY it is to get your RDA of iodine from this mineral that

comes from Pakistan. Just 1/2 gram of Himalayan salt contains 150 micrograms of Iodine. That's 150% of your RDA!! That's just 1/8th

of a teaspoon! That depends on the coarseness of the grind, but deOnitely a 1/4 teaspoon will be WAY more than enough Himalayan

salt to satisfy your RDA of iodine. Most Americans consume at least twice that much salt in a day. So rather than waste money on

pharmaceutical grade iodine, just get you some Himalayan Pink Salt and sprinkle this gift from God on your food!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Yes Jam! I have Himalayan salt in my kitchen, on my dinner table, in my picnic basket, im my glovebox, in my camper, on my night

stand, and in my desk at work. You may ask why I have it on my night stand? Since I gave up processed foods and sodas 20+

years ago I started having foot cramps at night. I learned to keep a small container of Onely ground Himalayan salt, cup of water,

and an 1/8 teaspon at my bedside. At the Orst sign of a cramp I immediately put 1/8th tsp in the water, stir, and drink the whole

cup. I usually fall asleep and never even witness the cramps going away. It's almost as if the Himalayan salt helps you fall back

asleep and it deOnitely helps relieve the cramping. Nice to know it's so high in Iodine.
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Radioactive iodine - lol - that's what they wanted to give me when I had hyperthyroidism. I looked at the endocrinologist and literally

crossed my eyes at him. "I don't even take aspirin, why in the world would I want to "kill" my thyroid, do that CAT scan, have my thyroid

removed, and be on a pill for the rest of my life? Are you kidding me?  Ugh! AND I was pregnant at the time, AND they gave me a 13

letter pill to take up to that point in a low enough dose it wont hurt the baby, but won't help me. Well then, WHAT KIND OF LOGIC ARE

YOU SELLING? And they also told me that these babies are born with water on the brain, but he couldn't answer if that was from the 13

letter pill or from the hyperthyroidism.  The deOnition of a 'practice,' eh?  My lovely neighbor recommended a naturopath and alls well

that ends well.

Of course I looked like an addict because (as one super snobby nurse told me) "You don't just get rid of an incurable autoimmune

disorder." So every doctor everywhere was taking my blood. "Hey, I need some of that for the baby!" LOL  And sorry Nurse Ratched, 4

children and 22 years later - still gone! Put that in your pipe and smoke it!  Sorry, I digress. I am wondering, because of 5G and all the

exposure to everything we are being bombarded with (Gui, maybe you can answer this?) ... Should we all be on iodine supplements? It

seems like a no brainer. Hmmm.  I feel like I answered my own question. lol
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Wow! The medical system never ceases to amaze me with how stupid they are! They used to put diabetics on a low-fat diet

(probably still do). People with thick blood are put on blood thinners and are then told not to eat foods that naturally thin your

blood like turnip greens. Why not just tell them to reduce red meat and increase green leafy vegies? The ludicrousness is

overwhelming! Then their treatment for kidney stones is very questionable. Most people with kidney stones have high blood

calcium. So they tell you not to eat foods high in calcium.

Again, green leafy vegies are forbidden! Here's the problem with that. The reason most people have high blood calcium is LOW

VIT-D and the lack of dietary calcium! This causes bone loss. Your body literally robs calcium from your bones when vit-d and

dietary calcium is low. So the medical system's advice to cut out fat and green leafy vegies INCREASES the chances of thick

blood (strokes), diabetes, and kidney stones! Either the doctors are that stupid or they think everyone else is.
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As a person who has had kidney stones, totally agree! Go you, Arlen1!!!! Yes!!!
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Well, if you are in close proximity to one of the big bombs, you can just kiss your azz good-bye and not need to worry about iodine. I

take mine daily, anyway. So strange to hear people talk about winning a nuclear war--esp. a nuclear war. What do you actually win? The

land fought over will be contaminated. That is food for thought, too. What better way to introduce the Great ReSet than by making food

inedible... considering how much of the global wheat crop comes from Ukraine and Russia? Further, GMO crops. Avian Flu in poultry

(culling Kocks, now in 17 states, for the Orst time in the US), porcine disease and beef already too expensive for most people's budgets.

Ramp up enviro-legislation to prevent hunting and Oshing. What would be left for supermarket dependent people to eat? Force people to

eat lab-grown food or starve.  So much insanity. The Orst danger is the immediate blast area from a nuclear bomb. Then the raging Ore

storms on the perimeter. Finally, and latently, doing the most destruction to life and making land unusable and unlivable would be

ongoing fallout. If Ukraine is hit with a nuclear bomb, the fallout would Orst land on Russia, contaminating their own land and food

supply. In spite of being surrounded by "yes men", surely Putin realizes this. (?)  If history repeats itself, we may be headed for WWIII,

although I hope not.

Remember that the US did not enter WWII initially, but claimed neutrality until Pearl harbor was bombed. One reason was that the US

was not prepared. By claiming neutrality, it gave them time to train soldiers and produce munitions.  Early on, soldiers were training with

wooden riKes due to shortages. If you are going to war, it is best to do so from a strong position and be well-prepared. All of these

concerns might pale in comparison if there was a long dark winter when dust in the atmosphere blocked out the sun and no crops could

be grown. The entire food chain is ultimately reduced to what grows. (needs sun)
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Such a sad state of affairs, Almond. All we can do right now is double down on self-care, it appears. But then, that has been my

modus operandi for the last 10 years.
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There is little we can do to defend ourselves against a large-scale nuclear threat. The Pentagon reportedly controls bioweapons

labs in some 25 different countries, including Ukraine. The others are located in Georgia (the country), Iraq, Jordan, Afghanistan,

Pakistan, Azerbaijan, Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia, Philippines, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Cameroon, Senegal,

Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, South Africa and Côte d'Ivoire. All of these US biolabs exist thanks to a $2.1 billion military program

run by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA). The program itself is called the Cooperative Biological Engagement

Program (CBEP).

“According to the 2005 Agreement between the US Department of Defense and the Ukrainian Ministry of Health, the Ukrainian

government is prohibited from publicly disclosing sensitive information about the US program, and Ukraine is required to transfer

pathogens dangerous to the US Department of Defense (DoD). for biological research.

exploringrealhistory.blogspot.com/2022/03/us-ran-gruesome-bioweapon-re..  (01/03/2023) These laboratories are only part of

the fact that we are facing a potential danger. The nuclear threat is a fact. Currently, there are 12,705 recognized nuclear

warheads in the world, distributed among nine different countries, Russia: 5,977 Russia is the country with the most nuclear

warheads. Much of this capability dates back to the time of the Soviet Union, which began work on its nuclear weapons program

in the 1940s. USA: 5,428.
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The US nuclear power will also be remembered in history for the bloodshed of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, where two nuclear

bombs launched by the North American country killed tens of thousands of Japanese. China: 350. China maintains a

commitment not to resort to nuclear weapons unless another country attacks its territory Orst. Something that Russia and the US

are not committed to. France: 290. United Kingdom: 225. Pakistan: 165. India: 160. Israel: 90. North Korea: 20 The US has been

trying for years to curb North Korea's weapons growth. However, the efforts of George W. Bush, Barack Obama, Donald Trump

and Joe Biden have been in vain, and the Asian country continues to strengthen its arsenal.

On February 27, Vladimir Putin ordered the activation of his nuclear arsenal as a measure of pressure in the war between Russia

and Ukraine. The president of the Russian country wants to use nuclear weapons as an element of deterrence, pressure and

threat to the NATO countries and Ukraine. Russia's nuclear threat suggests that the so-called 'Tsar Bomb' could be a weapon of

mass destruction that is 3,800 times more powerful than the nuclear bomb that devastated Hiroshima in 1945. It is a hydrogen

fusion bomb that was tested during the Cold War, speciOcally on October 30, 1961.

The effect was felt more than 1,000 kilometers from the epicenter of its explosion, it reached 64 kilometers in height and 100

kilometers in diameter from end to end. The energy from these hydrogen bombs is released by Ossion and secondary Ossion,

that is, the energy is released when the nuclei of atoms combine or fuse together to form a larger nucleus. This reaction makes

the explosion more powerful. The bomb that was dropped in 1961 had a power of 50 megatons, was eight meters long and

weighed 27 tons. Currently, Russia wants to experiment with this 100 megaton Czar Bomb for a higher level of destruction.
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EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF A NUCLEAR BLAST IN YOUR AREA outrider.org/.../bomb-blast
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I'm buying a desk.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very good answer Otis. It made me laugh. Thanks. Your Oghting spirits are great. You are the only one here that get active and

goes on the street to resist to Oght for our freedom. You are our only hope, as others (much younger than you) remain so passive.

They don't understand what is coming. Already in October the EU digital ID will be there, to linked all your online date as well as

off line data, like medical info, your bio-metrics (like photo's), your travel data, your money and much more, meaning the police,

Pentagon, Mossad, and WEF will have all our data as well, and of course will be linked to WHO pandemic treaty that will be

signed in the future, but was already agreed on in 2014.

What that means? For example a Bask that wants more autonomy can be tracked and restricted in any step he makes. They can

force vaccines on you. If you don't comply they freeze your money, like they did to truckers in Canada and also to anyone who

supported them, and they can shut down dr Mercola. So wake up, people. If you don't act now, it will be too late! Expose the

criminals, demand justice, criminal prosecution of all involved in the Covid scam, including the WHO, Gates, POzer, Fauci, all

those profs who pushed for vaccinations, while being paid by POzer and Bill Gates. Also media, Facebook, Google CDC, etc.   And

demand the prosecution of Ralph Baric.

He created a Mouse-Adapted version of Covid that Could Still Infect People, and patented it. Did he created the more infectious

O-micron? He experimented with adding HIV genes to SARS-1 spikes. He found ways to mutate nsp-14 protein to make SARS-1

to spawn 21 times more variants.  igorchudov.substack.com/p/did-ralph-baric-of-unc-design-omicron?s=r  * * MUST SEE * * A 3

minutes Dr. Zelenko video, saying: Dr. Ralph Baric Involved Every Step In the Covid-19 Bioweapon

 www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2022/01/dr-zelenko-dr-ralph-baric-involved..
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Pete; since the rollout of the covid nanobot shots, incidents of all types of cancer - and HIV, have skyrocketed! Coincidence?

Moderna is now pushing an HIV "vaccine". I don't know about anyone else; but I have no problem at all, connecting the dots!
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Good points are made by all. It makes sense to be prepared for nuclear war. I have suplemented with iodine, D3, and other

nutrients for many years, for good reasons. That said, I refuse to believe that any leader in the world today--no matter their level

of competence or incompetence-- would be allowed by their controllers to start a nuclear war. The global elites, remorseless and

selOsh sociopaths that they are, have no intention of fouling what they consider to be THEIR OWN NEST to that extent. IMHO, the

N-word is bandied about in the captive MSM solely to increase fear levels in the population, to increase their compliance, and for

no other reason.
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The climate change Nazi's will guarantee food shortages in the near future with their “ZERO CARBON” footprint campaign that

has already started. Photosynthesis (AKA: food production) is maximized when atmospheric CO2 concentrations are at or above

800ppm. We are at 400ppm. All plant life dies at 150ppm and below. They want to reduce it by 90%. That’s according to an article

posted yesterday! A 90% reduction in greenhouse gases means that we will have an atmospheric CO2 of 40ppm. I hope the

author of that report meant reducing our current greenhouse gas OUTPUT by 90%!! That’s not what she said. Taking what she

said literally, they want to reduce greenhouse gases by 90% by 2050. All life on the planet will cease to exist WAY before 2050 if

that goal is achieved.
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Good one, Otis ! I think a couple of weeks ago cap'n Randall (forbiddenhealing) hinted at having school desks for sale. I read

Why a Light While You
Sleep Can Be Bad for Your
Health
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Good one, Otis ! I think a couple of weeks ago cap'n Randall (forbiddenhealing) hinted at having school desks for sale. I read

somewhere that actor Jim Carrey decided to spend the "Onal" 20 minutes on a Hawaiian beach when the false nuclear alarm

sounded there a few years ago. In lieu of a Hawaiian beach, my Onancial advisor says to utilize the more frugal desk strategy

thereby putting those travel expenses savings toward post blast Ore sale bargains. Here's (a recent realrose feed? thank you !)

one example of fearless:  www.bitchute.com/.../Si7GJxrRaDEB   and another (love these spirited kids)

www.theepochtimes.com/after-3-years-of-van-life-couple-buys-land-and-b..
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jamNjim... It will not be achieved because nature will take over and anhilate the human race before it can occur. Short of a

nuclear winter turning the planet into a barren surface like Mars.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

epi-cure and otis... Reminds me as life as a child. We lived near a major nuclear target. I attended a school where one wall was all

windows--as schools were built back then--to let in sunlight and not conserve energy or as fortresses. Lots of shattering glass.

We would have nuclear drills where we would all huddle under our lightweight writing platform desks for 30 seconds or so until

we were told it was safe to come out. Looking back, I realize that was just to give us the false conOdence that we could survive a

nuclear war.

The truth is we never would have known what hit us. Where there are large budgets, there is also large fraud and graft. We see

this globally. Money is being siphoned off by the elites while the common people do without. I think the only reasonable

approach would be to remove most of the current world leaders and turn the future of society over to a consortium of

grandmothers with the wisdom to deal with the world's differences and problems--budgeting, settling disputes, feeding and

caring for the children...

the things grandmothers have learned to do well thru life experience. They may have more expertise than many politicians.

Maybe more like that environmentalist woman from India--not Hillary! Just imagine if a grandma told a politician, "No, you cannot

have that tax increase becuase the people are not going to pay for it. If you want it, go get a job and pay for it yourself." Or, "No,

you cannot have GMOs. They are junk food." Or, "You are brothers. Now shake and make up."
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis - hahahahahaha! You crack me up!! Almond - I was told by a friend that, in the 80's during the cold war, Russia had the Orst

warhead painted with the name of my city and state on the side. Lovely.  And here we go again! ... I should go buy a desk also!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, your link to "the latest from Anonymous" IMHO is a link to the Deep State art of propaganda. If one knows what is going

on in Ukraine and Russia, not always easy, will see this Anonymous video as pure BS. Plus while I was watching it someone or

something tried to hack into my computer.
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antrock
Joined On 1/2/2012 9:36:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Russia isn't going to nuke anyone. They're in Ukraine draining the swamp, the *** and biolabs. The western media is full of crap
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, antrock. Stress and fear work wonders to weaken immune systems and promote depression and disease.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are a big city dweller, and begin a tally sheet of all the "INVISIBLES" that are known as toxins or depleting to human shelf life such

as additives in city water, constant bath of radio/cellular energies/air quality/ seasonal changes/ mold/off gassing of brand new

products in commercial construction/ paints/plastics/that new car smell/commute car exhaust/ etc as unavoidable! Then add to the

list all the visible items we regularly place into a digestive track as foods and add "all" this up on the daily scoreboard as positively

cumulative only to realize just how complex the body is having to adapt to all that is out to silently age and kill you. Amazing we don't

drop dead in our shoes. Prepare to meet the challenge of the New Frontier. I would worry about Bio-virus more than bombs.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly an pathetically, many people will panic buy Iodine on their way to the vaccine centre to get the latest clot shot booster.
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Antoninpius
Joined On 12/12/2020 12:11:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stephjask, I actually said that to my friend at breakfast this morning!!
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Me? My wife and I will go to the 

⛱

 beach and live our best life! We are far enough away from DC and Moscow that we will be One! What

Me Worry? Why! Seriously! 

🙏

 Pray for the best! Cheers!
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designer56
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We can 't all just close our eyes and pretend nothing is happening. I am sure those refugees are praying that everyone on the

planet is watching what is happening over there.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Designer: and if everyone in the world is watching what is happening (via the corrupt media) over there, how will that help the

suffering people? Many of us watched live feeds from Ottawa to see what was really happening at the trucker's protest. How did

that help the persecuted there? We couldn't even get donations to them. Evil doesn't care who witnesses evil when there are no

consequences. Whether people ignore the "news" or become obsessed with it, the result is the same.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"In some cases, lack of suMcient iodine can trigger intellectual disabilities and developmental problems in infants and children whose

mothers were iodine-deOcient during pregnancy. Iodine deOciency has also been linked to poor information processing, diminished One

motor skills, visual problems,2 fatigue, depression, weight gain, low basal body temperatures and more." Haven't the covid "measures"

already done this to society? Doesn't humanity have enough evil to worry about, without having to be concerned with protecting

themselves from nuclear fallout? Humanity already has no future. If the Luciferians start dropping bombs; are we going to start to worry

about which is worse...being turned into a cyborg, or slowly dying from post-nuclear fallout? I think I'll just continue to live my life as I

see Ot, for as long as possible. The lesser of two evils? I'll cross that bridge when it collapses!
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Andrewcnl
Joined On 8/8/2020 12:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You forgot sodium bicarbonate among agents that mitigate radiation exposure. See here. FROM: US Department of Health and Human

Services Radiation Emergency Medical Management remm.hhs.gov/index.html   You are here: Home > Managing Internal

Contamination > Sodium Bicarbonate Sodium Bicarbonate (NaHCO3) • Indications and Usage Indications and Usage  • Used to

alkalinize the urine after uranium intake, which protects the kidneys from uranium deposition. • Suggested IV dosing o 2 ampoules

(44.3 mEq bicarbonate/ampoule) in 1000 cc 5% dextrose in water (D5W) or 0.9% sodium chloride (normal saline, NS) or o 250 cc (1-2

mEq/kg) via slow IV infusion o Administer therapy until urine pH is 8-9; monitor urine pH hourly o Continue Rx for 3 days •

Suggested PO dosing o 2 bicarbonate tablets PO q 4 hr o Administer therapy until urine pH is 8-9; monitor urine pH hourly o Continue

Rx for 3 days • For suspected high level uranium intake, consider off-label use of PO diuretics and/or dialysis o Etidronate (Didronel)

400 mg PO QD or Diamox 500 mg PO BID. o Continue Rx for 3 days. • Therapy eMcacy and safety can be monitored and guided by o

Collecting 24-hour urine and fecal specimens and analyzing for uranium content as well as for chemical toxicity (e.g., proteins,

microglobulin, casts) o Monitoring serum renal function tests • ……….
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lindalonia
Joined On 4/22/2009 11:50:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Much of the spirulina offered online comes from China. It is not advertised, but I always ask for the source. The vendors reply that it has

been tested for purity, etc. Is it safe to consume spirulina from China?
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wouldn't.
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a link to the work of Dr. Akizuki in Japan after Hiroshima and his use of miso soup and the traditional Japanese diet in response

to radiation poisoning.   yufoundation.org/.../furo.pdf
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh I love this, and adding Kombu to the water Orst- this was instruction to me when I had hyperthyroidism and holy moly, did it

make me feel like I was 18 again! Well, that and the diet I was put on.  I was told hyperthyroidism is the body searching for iodine,

but the med industry thinks it should come out if it's not acting normal.  Ugh, it's like there's been no advancements in medicine

ever.
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm glad you brought that up. I'm aware of that story of that doctor whose patients all recovered from radiation poisoning, thanks

to his feeding them not only miso, which was important, but seaweeds played a huge role, and in an article where I learned about

this, they explain how different seaweeds protect as well as heal from different of the toxic materials from nuclear fallout. If

anyone is interested in this extensive article, send me a message and an email address, and I can attach the article to a reply.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this link says it all - en.wikipedia.org/.../Dr._Strangelove
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The basis of the war in Ukraine is continuous with the cold war. We may recall that The Russian Communist/Socialist State was

part of the Rockefeller elite plan to spread socialism, in many forms, throughout countries around the world. Under the false

guise of helping the oppressed establish a new and better world for all, the socialist goal was, as usual, control from the top

down. Supplying Russia with vital technology that it sorely lacked would eventually produce the Cold War.

That powerful matchup was a gigantic cash cow. It was also created as a threat to Europe, which justiOed the rise of the

European Union---another grand Rockefeller/CFR/Bilderberg plan to further the covert agenda of Socialist Globalism. Russia

invaded Ukraine and the conKict displaced COVID-19 as the world's most urgent concern. But instead of shelving the Great Reset

conversation, the Ukraine crisis has intensiOed it.

www.deseret.com/2022/3/11/22971239/how-russias-invasion-of-ukraine-has..  ( 03/11/2022)

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/03/18/the-real-us-russian-connection-look..  (03/18/2022).
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This documentary from March 2022 exposes how we arrived at a new Cold War with the second Irish-Catholic Democratic

President in US history. could easily go nuclear, the factual details added in this series of why President John F. Kennedy was

assassinated by the CIA and his henchmen is an essential story that illuminates current events. While Kennedy was the last US

president to genuinely seek peace at the cost of his life, all of his warlord successors and fully aware that the promotion of war

and the military industrial complex were on top. The god of war and have devastated countries around the world with the glee of

sadists and madmen. The long history of provocations against Russia in Eastern Europe and Ukraine that has resulted in the

current Russian attack on Ukraine is a most terrifying example.

While Kennedy embraced dialogue and negotiations that recognized the humanity and validity of the views of the leaders of

other countries, he embraced confrontation and with it the cold war. Chapter One begins with an emphatic point: Robert F.

Kennedy, Jr. recounts how his father immediately suspected that the CIA was involved in the assassination of President Kennedy.

OLIVER STONE DOCUMENTS THE PAST TO ILLUMINATE THE PRESENT. “JFK: DESTINY BETRAYED”

www.globalresearch.ca/oliver-stone-illuminates-history-today-jfk-desti..  (03/30/2022)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where are we now?. The Biden administration does not seem particularly enamored with the Russian peace proposal that could

bring much-needed relief to the war-torn country because, as seasoned American politician and peace activist Ron Paul rightly

observed, Washington policy seemed to be "Oghting Russia". down to the last Ukrainian.” WASHINGTON INTENT ON HAMPERING

RUSSIA-UKRAINE PEACE NEGOTIATIONS? www.globalresearch.ca/washington-intent-on-hampering-russia-ukraine-pe..

 (03/31/2022)
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pamanddave
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are lucky to be able to buy it off the shelf. Its been removed from Chemists in UK and very hard to track down anywhere else.
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MarkPitt
Joined On 4/1/2009 6:17:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmmm... I just happen to have 400, 130mg tablets of potassium iodide, in my work fridge, that I laid away after the Fukushima event

:) Oh NO, they're expired :) I'll take my chances that blister pack and vacuum sealed tablets will still work after the bogus expiration date

stamped on them. I just pray that I won't have to Ond out if they work...
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most people would agree that one thing wrong with the world today is the educational system. To quote the late Rush Limbaugh, "young

skulls Olled with mush". For one thing, there needs to be more emphasis on some of the more challenging studies with real science, real

math, great world literature, etc. How much would it change the world if, before graduation each student was required to take classes in

BASIC ECONOMICS (and budgeting?), gardening and FOOD PRODUCTION/preservation, and NUTRITION. (Perhaps even the psychology

of advertising and mind-control?) I mean real science--not just something inKuenced by the junk food industry.

I attended a rather progressive high school and took mostly college prep classes. My goal was always to take the hardest classes I

could succeed at because I understood my education was preparation for life. I knew my success would depend on my productivity and

it would be a competitive world in which I could not expect to just "get by". However, during my senior year, I was able to swap out a

mass media class for one semester of senior English.

That has been very useful in understanding mind-control techniques. It was appropriate. I Ogure if you cannot tell a noun from a verb

and write a decent essay within a few months of your graduation date, there is little hope for you learning much more by then.

Unfortunately, I had a lousy civics class (only 4 of us even passed it!) and I did not learn much about the constitution, bill of rights or

government, so I had to educate myself later.

Self-education is also important. By the time you reach adulthood, you are responsible for knowing certain things. Teach children to

read and embrace it as a lifelong skill, along with the notion that your education is never complete and you should keep on

learning--and even using various sources to educate yourself. Recognize that a lot of important education also occurs outside the

classroom... online, mentors, by doing, experimenting and even failing
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You cover a lot of territory in this comment, Almond. As Sam Clemens (aka Mark Twain) said: "never let schooling impede your

truest education" (paraphrase). This is more true than ever now, with society polarized around the total cyber-tech addicts vs. the

"real people" who still recognize some aspects of nature should NOT be tinkered with. Yes, I mean the mRNA technology run

amuck, cursing us now...
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Solar_Flame
Joined On 7/8/2010 11:00:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What's the best quality-preferred iodine supplement?
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm using Lugols solution, 2%, presently at about 70 drops per gallon of reverse osmosis and additionally Oltered water. Dr. David

Brownstein has a book on iodine, and he publishes a newsletter to which I subscribe.
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JannSimpson
Joined On 3/5/2014 12:13:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been diagnosed with Hashimotos Thyroiditis ( Hypothyroid) I also have Graves disease antibodies and just recently Onally found

out that my Iodine levels are low. Since my diagnosis, I have become my own advocate and have pursued an anti-inKammatory diet (AIP

Paleo) as well as everything natural under the sun because Hashimoto's is more than just thyroid. It's the liver, its hormones, its gluten

and dairy, and grains.I COULD GO ON FOR DAYS. :-) ANYWAY... I would have NEVER known that my Iodine levels were low if I hadn't

speciOcally asked my Doc to include it in my blood tests.

And even then she was hesitant. Sure enough, it was low. HOWEVER, Now..... Im in a pickle because I am also dealing with a Histamine

issue! :-( And LOTS OF FOODS high in iodine are also high in histamines. So I guess I need to supplement. I need a recommendation for

a good source of iodine that doesn't have lots of Ollers and junk in it. But Im also afraid to get my levels too high. Ive been told Iodine

can be like throwing gasoline on a Ore regarding Hashimotos?!?! Plus my Insurance will only pay for a blood draw every 6 months!
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qpd2934
Joined On 12/11/2018 9:18:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out Dr. Brownstein at https://www.drbrownstein.com/ . He has a book on Iodine and suggests all Iodine related diseases

are the result of too little Iodine, not too much.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jann, yes, you are correct. Excess Iodine can overwhelm Hashi's - please go to the current info on Alan Christianson's (a ND

endocrinologist) website, and start investigating. This is new information: iodine is in many cosmetics, shampoos, skin creams,

cleaning supplies, you may not need to supplement. unless you live in the goiter belt. And its not uncommon to have Hashi's with

Graves. Not an easy nut to crack! Good luck.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.integrativehealthcare.com/dr-alan-christianson-2
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All well and good except I know there is almost a zero chance of nuclear weapons being employed anywhere in the world. Yes there is

pride, ego and vengeance involved in conKicts but all wars are only for gain of the powerful and elite. They are well planned, well

orchestrated and well played. The powerful and elite do not need to permanently destroy any part of this world to obtain their objective.

Research the bombs that were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. They were not nuclear. All damage was done by Ore. If they were

nuclear, not a soul could have entered a huge area for many many years. However, they rebuilt in a relatively short time period. Not to

say it is impossible, but even that fat, ugly little guy always spouting off in North Korea is only for show. You always have to have a

boogeyman to keep the people controlled. That was the whole purpose of the Cold War. Wake up, they are all on the same side.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Being very into preparedness, I have plenty of Potassium Iodate KIO3 (better shelf life and better tolerated than KI). In pure powder

form, it's very cheap compared to pill form with bottles and markups. There aren't stockpiles of it ready for distribution, so I had planned

to purchase enough for the population for the whole state. There isn't a problem with dosage which can easily be done with a saturated

solution and an eyedropper. I want my preparedness group to get a license to purchase it from the DEA. They are involved because

iodine is somehow used in the illegal manufacture of methamphetamine for drug abuse. My entire group of people into preparedness

are responsible people who live healthily and certainly wouldn't supply anyone and certainly not the illicit drug trade and instead just

store it unused for possible emergency need for the entire population.

Then we (many of us living in different parts of the state) can all supply our local doctors because they won't be able to otherwise get it

in time. It sure seems to be a simple thing that it can be stocked in quantity to supply the entire population but that isn't done because it

isn't needed that is until it is needed. I'm sure that not only will it be unavailable when it is suddenly needed but society will be so

disrupted that deliveries will be nonexistent and means of communications will be overwhelmed or down.

Combine that with the protective ability only works IF taken immediately or in advance when we know the radioactive fallout plume is

coming our way. I've been meaning to apply for the license. Another thing that should be done except beyond my means is our electrical

grid should be hardened against electromagnetic pulse and coronal mass discharge. Most people don't know and don't care and most

of Congress doesn't care and when they Onally do care, it will be too late! RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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joansefcik
Joined On 8/22/2009 11:07:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about astaxanthin?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It can't hurt! Anything that reduces inKammation will help your body to keep up with the damage being caused by radiation. That's

why it is imperative to lose weight and lower fasting insulin levels. Obesity and elevated insulin levels are two of the most

inKammatory conditions a person can have. Fixing those 2 comorbidities is more important than anything else. Most of the

people that died from Covid-19 had both of those comorbidities.  Those 2 comorbidities are responsible for most of the other

comorbidities that kill you like high blood pressure, high cholesterol, high triglycerides, low Vit-D, autoimmune disorders, and

type-2 diabetes. Unfortunately, I'm severely allergic to astaxanthin in supplement form.

I'm allergic to all of the fat soluble vitamins and supplements like Vit-D, Osh oil, krill oil, and Vit-E, but I'm more allergic to

astaxanthin than any of the others. No medical "expert" has ever been able to explain why I'm allergic to these supplements, but I

can eat any natural food that contains them with no problems. That's why I eat wild Alaskan Salmon. It contains all of the above

and it contains the most astaxanthin of all the fatty/cold water Oshes:

www.superfoodly.com/natural-astaxanthin-foods-best-high-potency-food-s..
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can anyone answer my question? I had a partial thyroidectomy, since there was a cancerous colloid nodule on one end of it. Afterward,

the doc put me on "replacement thyroid" meds, which I continue to take. That in effect suppresses the remaining throid, and it's the

meds that provide the thyroid hormone for my body. What I'm wondering is: does this mean my remaining thyroid (which must be

shriveled) doesn't need to be protected by KI in the event of nuclear fallout?
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tcgage
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:16:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about those of us who already have hypothyroidism and are on medication? Will taking potassium iodide on top of our medication

be beneOcial or harmful?
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Iodine ok, but what should people with hyperthyroidism do to help with radiation? They cannot take iodine. Please advise, my 11 year

old daughter has hyperthyroidism.
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kkmama
Joined On 9/5/2021 7:46:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A different perspective...  joettecalabrese.com/podcast1/podcast-88-confessions-of-a-homeopath/

 joettecalabrese.com/blog/cell-salt-series-grab-your-mug-its-mag-phos/  A good primer...

joettecalabrese.com/.../podcast-96-keeping-it-simple
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ever listen to the news on The Duran? It's a different view and I'm so glad I found it

 www.brasscheck.com/video/ukraine-russia-and-the-voluntary-self-destruc..
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lindalonia
Joined On 4/22/2009 11:50:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The sun is being blocked by chemtrails during the optimal hours 12 noon -2 pm daily.  Is it safe to be outdoors during heavy chemtrails?

Can one get vitamin D3 from special lightbulbs?
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

that's condensation, not chem trails
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry 020202 those are chemtrails containing heavy metals and possibly graphene oxide. Do yourself a favor and get tested for

heavy metals, your barium and aluminium will probably be off the charts. Contrails dissipate very quickly. They dont block out the

sun for hours and days at a time!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks brian allen.
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lindalonia
Joined On 4/22/2009 11:50:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

020202 Read Geoengineering Transhumanism or Under an Ionized Sky by Elana Freeland. Or go to her website

www.elanafreeland.com
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MaxMayhem
Joined On 9/14/2015 8:17:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I add 1 drop of lugol's oil to my 1% solution of hydrogen peroxide which I nebulize 2 times per week to kill off covid virus which Orst

multiplies in the upper nasal cavity. Is this enough for prevention ? How much Lugol's oil should I use, in what mixture and hoe often?

Thanks.
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Shades11baby
Joined On 2/21/2022 10:04:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dosage? How many drops of Lugol’s solution how often? When? Thanks.
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arirub
Joined On 5/2/2020 2:49:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wonder if there's a connection between all the microplastics that have been discovered in blood samples recently, and this "war"

currently going on.
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designer56
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is the only supplement I couldn't take...iodine under the tongue is brutal. The bottle has been sitting on the counter for months.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe adding it to a drink? Or protein shake? I'm adding liquid cal/mag to mine, I can't stand it haha.
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designer56
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It says not to add anything to it. That is why I am stuck. I can take anything that I know will help my health, but this iodine drops

thing is too much. But someone here mentioned Himilayan salt. That I can do!
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kkmama
Joined On 9/5/2021 7:46:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you tried topical application?
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designer56
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I never heard of a topical iodine. Where do you rub it? Ha. Putting it under my tongue is "topical."
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qpd2934
Joined On 12/11/2018 9:18:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, according to Dr. Brownstein, your Iodine levels are way too low. Because our Iodine receptors are Olled with Chlorine,

Bromine, Florine and Mercury, it takes at least 50 mg and possibly 80 mg per day to Kush these out and replace them with Iodine. He

has stated that you can take up to 6 grams of Iodine per day with no ill effect. If you live in the Midwest, don't expect to get Iodine from

your food. Maybe since you moved to Florida you get iodine in your food, but here in the Midwest we don't. That's why it is called the

goiter belt.
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Also handy Koated out to 'the deserving' semi-literate & might be 'useful' as the 'smart' technology radiation ramps up. Blame the

scapegoats, Katter & Kare the self-righteousness, & keep souls in bondage & receptive to the nwo & re-institution of Babylon's occulted

elite craft order in other garb. Do what you can to keep body & soul together short of selling out eternity for the temporal: trust & fear

God alone & his incorruptible, pure word, the seed that springs to eternal life w/ eyes to see & ears to hear wisdom & guidance given all

those sealed by the Spirit & with the preserved as promised written word: fear not those who can destroy the body & then do nothing,

but he who can destroy both body & soul in Hell.

The one who foretold all their corrupted 'wisdom' & they who destroy the earth along w/ their foretold false salvation: the whole of it is

to resist & expose every lie & false way, resisting sin, Kesh & the devil...the temptations within & without; & to warn souls. Our hope is in

that God, not the imaginary ones or front-faces for Satan the god of this world & father of lies, all liars, all the children of pride, and all

the children of disobedience. Ezekiel 28&Isaiah 14; Genesis 3; 2 Cor 4:4; Gal 1:4; 1 John 4& 5; Job 41; Ephesians KJB.
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Dear Dr. Mercola, The articles are great but they are not showing. The article about iodine is appearing instead. I would like to be able to

see what you intended. Thank you.
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H there - the articles disappear after 48 hours due to the censorship.
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After the 48 free hours here, the articles get transferred to Dr. Mercola's substack which you can access above through the portal

labelled CENSORED LIBRARY at the top of this page. The substack site is not free, but it's not a proOt center for Dr. Mercola who

donates any proOts to the 13 charities he helps support which are listed at the bottom of his market page. I'm subscribed to his

substack at the rate of $50 annually, but he also offers an option of $5 per month either continuously or any month(s) of your

choice.
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Dr Mercola, your H2 supps have dextrose in them! That's not good, especially for those of us with glutamate sensitivity.
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